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CONVERGENCE THEOREMS FOR GENERALIZED 
HYBRID-TYPE SEQUENCES AND SOME NONLINEAR 

MAPPINGS 

山梨大学教育学研究科厚芝幸子

SACHIKO ATSUSHIBA 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, 

UNIVERSITY OF YAMANASHI 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout this paper, we denote a real Hilbert space by H, and its inner 

product and norm by〈・,.〉andII・II, respectively. Let C be a nonempty subset 
of H. A mapping T: C→ His called nonexpansive if IITx -Tyll :S llx -YII 
for all x, y EC. For a mapping T: C→ H, we denote by F(T) the set of fixed 
points of T and by A(T) the set of attractive points [21] of T, i.e., 

(i) F(T) = {z EC: Tz = z }; 
(ii) A(T) = {z EH: IITx -zll :S llx -zll, ¥:/x EC}. 

In 1975, Baillon [4] proved the following first nonlinear ergodic theorem in 
a Hilbert space (see also [19]). Kohsaka and Takahashi [9], and Takahashi [20] 
introduced the following nonlinear mappings. A mapping T : C→ His called 
nonspreading [9] if 

2IITx -Tyll2 :S IITx -Yll2 + IITy -xll2 

for all x, y EC. A mapping T: C→ H is called hybrid [20] if 

3IITx -Tyll2 :S llx -Yll2 + IITx -Yll2 + IITy -xll2 

for all x, y E C. They proved fixed point theorems for such mappings (see also 
[6, 10, 23]). In general, nonspreading and hybrid mappings are not continuous 

mappings. Kocourek, Takahashi and Yao [7] introduced a more broad class 
of nonlinear mappings than the class of入-hybridmappings in Hilbert spaces 
(see also [l]). A mapping T : C→ E is called generalized hybrid [7] if there 
are real numbers o:, (3 such that 

o:IITx -Tyll2 + (1-o:)llx -Tyll2 :S f311Tx -yll2 + (1-/3)11x -yll2 
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for all x, y EC. The nonlinear ergodic theorem by Baillon [4] for nonexpansive 
mapping has been extended to generalized hybrid mappings in a Hilbert space 
by Kocourek, Takahashi and Yao [7]. Takahashi and Takeuchi [21] proved 
a nonlinear ergodic theorem of Baillon's type without convexity for general-

ized hybrid mappings by using the concept of attractive points. Maruyama, 
Takahashi and Yao [14] defined a broad class of nonlinear mapping called 
2-generalized hybrid which contains generalized hybrid mappings in Hilbert 

spaces. Let C be a nonempty subset of H. A mapping T: C→ C is said to 
be 2-generalized hybrid [14] if there exist real numbers 0:1, /31, 0:2, /32 such that 

o:1IIT2x -Tyll2 + o:2IITx -Tyll2 + (1 -0:1 -o:2)llx -Tyll2 

S /31IIT2x -Yll2 + /32IITx -Yll2 + (1 -/31 -/32)llx -Yll2 (1.1) 

for all x, y E C. Kondo and Takahashi [11] introduced the following class 
of nonlinear mapping which covers 2-generalized hybrid mappings in Hilbert 
spaces. A mapping T : C→ C is said to be normally 2-generalized hybrid [11] 

if there exist real numbers a。'/3o,aげ 1,0:2, /32 such thatこに。（％＋ふ） 2 
0, 0:2 + 0:1 + ao > 0 and 

崎 T2x-Tyll2虹 1IITx-Tyll2 + aollx -Tyll2 

+ /32IIT2x -YI門+/31IITx -Yll2 + /3ollx -Yll2さ0 (1.2) 

for all x, y E C. 
On the other hand, Rouhani [16] introduced the notion of generalized hy-

brid sequences in Hilbert spaces and proved a nonlinear ergodic theorem of 
Baillon's type for the sequences. Djafari Rouhani [17] also introduced the 
notion of 2-generalized hybrid sequences in Hilbert spaces. Djafari Rouhani 
[17] proved a nonlinear ergodic theorem of Baillon's type for the sequences. 
Furthermore, Djafari Rouhani [15] introduced the concept of absolute fixed 
points for nonexpansive mappings. He studied an extension of nonexpansive 
mappings and proved the existence of absolute fixed points of nonexpansive 
mappings. He [16] proved the existence of absolute fixed points of hybrid map— 
pings and some fixed point theorems. He [1 7] proved the existence of absolute 
fixed points of generalized hybrid mappings and some fixed point theorems. 

In this paper, motivated by Baillon [4], Rojo [5], Kondo and Takahashi [11] 
and Djafari Rouhani[16, 17], we study a broad class of sequences which covers 
nonexpansive sequences, generalized hybrid sequences [16] and 2-generalized 
hybrid sequences [17]. Then, we obtain nonlinear ergodic theorems for the 
sequences by using the idea of attractive points. We also get weak conver-
gence theorems for weakly asymptotically regular sequences. Furthermore, we 
obtain the existence of absolute fixed points of normally 2-generalized hybrid 
mappings in Hilbert spaces. We also get some fixed point theorems. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 

Throughout this paper, we denote by N and z+ the set of all positive 
integers and the set of all nonnegative integers, respectively. We also denote 
by恥 and恥+the set of all real numbers and the set of all nonnegative real 
numbers, respectively. Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product〈・,.〉
and norm II・11-

Let C be a closed and convex subset of H. For every point x E H, there 
exists a unique nearest point in C, denoted by Pax, such that 

llx -Pcxll S llx -YII 

for all y E C. The mapping Pc is called the metric projection of H onto C. 
It is characterized by 

〈Pcx-y,x-Pi心〉：：：：： O 

for all y E C. See [19] for more details. The following result is well-known; 
see [19]. 

Lemma 2.1. Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a 
Hilbert space H and let T be a nonexpansive mapping of C into itself. Then, 
F(T) -/= 0. 

We write Xn→ x (or lim Xn = x) to indicate that the sequence { Xn} of 
n→OO 

vectors in H converges strongly to x. We also write Xn→ x (or w-lim Xn = x) 
n→OO 

to indicate that the sequence { xn} of vectors in H converges weakly to x. In 

a Hilbert space, it is well known that Xn→ x and llxnll→ llxll imply Xn→ x. 

A sequence { Xn} in H is said to be generalized hybrid [16] if there exist real 
numbers a, fJ such that 

allxi+l -Xj+ill2 + (1 -a)II叩-XJ+ill2 S /3llxi+l -x』12+ (1 -fJ)llxi -x』12

for all i, j E N. A sequence { xn} in H is said to be 2-generalized hybrid [17] 

if there exist real numbers a1, fJ1, a2, あ suchthat 

a1llxi+2 -XJ+1ll2 + a2llxi+l -XJ+1ll2 + (1-a1 -a2)II: ら-Xj+ill2 

さ:fJ1llxi+2 -x爪+/32 llxi+l -x爪+(1-針ーあ）II叩ー Xバ12 (2.1) 

for all i, j ::::: 0. Such a sequence { Xn} is said to be an (a1, a2, fJ1, ん)-generalized 
hybrid sequence. We note that the class of (0, a, 0, {])-generalized hybrid se-
quences is the class of generalized hybrid sequences. 

Let { Xn} be a sequence in H. We use the following notations: 

Fi= {q EH: the sequence{II II}・ Xn -q 1s nonmcreasmg}; 

Fe = { q E H : lim llxn -qll exists}. 
n→OO 
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Lemma 2.2. Let {xn} be a sequence in H. Then, F1 and Fe are closed convex 
subset of H. 

Using a mean, we obtain the following results (see [18]): Let {xn} be a 
bounded sequence in H andμbe a mean on£00. Then, there exists a unique 
point zo E H布 {xn:n EN}, where coA is the closure of convex hull of A such 
that 

(μ)n〈Xn,Z〉=〈zo,z〉¥/zEH. 

We call such a unique point zo E H the mean values of { Xn} forμ. 

3. NONLINEAR MEAN ERGODIC THEOREMS 

In this section, motivated by Baillon [4], Rojo [5], Kondo and Takahashi 
[11] and Djafari Rouhani [16, 17], we introduced a broad class of sequences 
which covers nonexpansive sequences, generalized hybrid sequences [16] and 
2-generalized hybrid sequences [17]. Then, we obtain a strong convergence 
theorem and a nonlinear mean ergodic theorem for normally 2-generalized 
hybrid sequences in a Hilbert space (see [2]). In 1975, Baillon [4] proved the 
following first nonlinear ergodic theorem in a Hilbert space (see also [19]): 

Theorem 3.1 ([4]). Let C be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of H 
and let T be a nonexpansive mapping of C into itself. Then, for any x E C, 

S研 =t匹~lT袖 converges weakly to a fixed point of T. 

A sequence { xn} in H is said to be normally 2-generalized hybrid if there 
exist real number ao, f3o, aげ 1,a2ふ suchthat 

〇ミ崎Xi+2-Xj+l 112十 a1llxi+l -Xj+I 112 + ao II叩-Xj+1ll2 

+あllxi+2-x』12+ !31 llxi+l -x』已+f3oll叩 -x』12 (3.1) 

for all i, j E z+. We call such a sequence an (ao, f3o, a1, 出，a2,ん)-normally 2-
generalized hybrid sequence. We note that the class of (1-a, -(1-{3), a, -{3, 0, 0) 
-normally 2-generalized hybrid sequences is the class of generalized hybrid se-
quences (see [16]). 

As in the proof of [13, Theorem 4], we have the following theorem (see also 
[12, 22]). 

Theorem 3.2 ([2]). Let {xn} be an (ao, f3o, aげ 1,a2, ん)-normally 2-generalized 
hybrid sequence in H. Assume that {xn} is bounded. Then, {Pxn} converges 
strongly to some v E H, where P is the metric projection from H onto Fi・

Using the idea of attractive points and Theorem 3.2, we obtain a nonlinear 
ergodic theorem for normally 2-generalized hybrid sequences (see also [4, 5, 
11, 16, 17]). 
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Theorem 3.3 ([2]). Let {xn} be an (ao, f3o, a虞， a這）—normally2-generalized 

hybrid sequence in H. Assume t匹＋ふ） 2: 0 and叩十0:1+ o:o > 0. Then, 

the following are equivalent. 

(i) F1バ；
(ii) Fe -/= 0; 
(iii) {xn} is bounded in H; 

n=O 

(iv) U旦叶 cnnvergesweakly to an element w EH. 

Moreover, in this case w = lim Pxn E F1, where P is the metric projection 
n→00 

of H onto Fi・

Remark 3.4. In Theorem 3.3, we obtain that q = w-lim Sn is the asymptotic 
n→00 

center of {xn} (see, for instance [19]}. 

By Theorem 3.3, we get the following nonlinear ergodic theorem by Djafari 
Rouhani [16] for generalized hybrid sequences. 

Theorem 3.5 ([16]). Let {xn} be a generalized hybrid sequence in H. Then, 
the following are equivalent. 

(i) Fi-/= 0; 
(ii) Fe -/= 0; 
(iii) { Xn} is bounded in H; 

n-1 

(ivJ {_!_I: 外convergesweakly to some w E H. 
n 

k=l 

Moreover, in this case w = lim Pxn E F1・
n→00 

By Theorem 3.3, we get the following nonlinear ergodic theorem by Djafari 
Rouhani [1 7] for 2-generalized hybrid sequences. 

Theorem 3.6 ([17]). Let {xn} be a 2-generalized hybrid sequence in H. Then, 

the following are equivalent. 

(i) F1 -/= 0; 
(ii) Fe -/= 0; 
(iii) { Xn} is bounded in H; 

1 
n-1 

(iv) {—こ叶 converges weakly to some w E H. 
n 

k=l 

Moreover, in this case w = lim Pxn E F1・
n→00 
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4. WEAK CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 

In this section, using the idea of Theorem 3.3, we get weak convergence 
theorems for weakly asymptotically regular sequences (see [2]). 

Theorem 4.1 ([2]). Let {xn} be a normally 2-generalized hybrid sequence in 
2 

H. Assume L(an + /3n) 2: 0 and a2 + a1 + ao > 0. 
n=O 

Let P be the metric projection from H onto Fi. And suppose that {xn} is 
weakly asymptotically regular, i.e., 

叫 1- Xn→ 0. 

Then, the following are equivalent. 

(i) F1-/: 0; 
(ii) Fe -/= 0; 
(iii) { Xn} is bounded in H; 

(iv) {叫 convergesweakly to some u E H. 

Moreover, in this case u = lim Pxn E F1・
n→OO 

Remark 4.2. In Theorem 3.3, we have that u = w-lim Xn is the asymptotic 
n→OO 

center of {xn} (see, for instance [19]). 

By Theorem 4.1, we also get the following weak convergence theorem by 
Djafari Rouhani [16] for generalized hybrid sequences. 

Theorem 4.3 ([16]). Let {xn} be a generalized hybrid sequence in H. Suppose 
that { Xn} is weakly asymptotically regular, i.e., 

Xn+l -Xn→ 0. 

Then, the following are equivalent. 

(i) F1-/: 0; 
(ii) Fe -/= 0; 
(iii) {xn} is bounded in H; 
(iv) {咋}converges weakly to some u E H. 

By Theorem 4.1, we also get the following weak convergence theorem by 
Djafari Rouhani [17] for 2-generalized hybrid sequences. 

Theorem 4.4 ([17]). Let {xn} be a 2-generalized hybrid sequence in H. Sup-
pose that { Xn} is weakly asymptotically regular, i.e., 

Xn+l -Xn→ 0. 

Then, the following are equivalent. 
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(i) F1 # 0; 
(ii) Fe# 0; 
(iii) { Xn} is bounded in H; 
(iv) {叫 convergesweakly to some u E H. 

By Theorem 4.1, we also get the following weak convergence theorem for 
normally 2-generalized hybrid mappings (see [2, 3]). 

Theorem 4.5. Let C be a nonempty subset of H and let T be a normally 
2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Suppose that T is weakly asymp-
totically regular, i.e., 

rn+l -Tnx→ O 

for each x E C. Then, the following are equivalent. 

(i) F1バ；
(ii) F; げ 0;
(iii) A(T) # 0; 
(iv) {Tnx} is bounded in H for each x EC. 
(v) {T乃}is bounded in H for some z E C. 
(vi) {T乃}converges weakly to an element v E H. 

Moreover, in this case v = lim Pxn E A(T), where Pis the metric projection 
n→OO 

of H onto Fi・

5. ABSOLUTE FIXED POINTS 

In this section, using the concepts of attractive points, we establish the 
existence of absolute fixed points of normally 2-generalized hybrid mappings 

(see also [15, 16, 17]). The concept of absolute fixed points was introduced by 
Djafari Rouhani [15] (see also [16, 17]). Let C be a nonempty subset of Hand 
let T be a normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. A point 
p E H is said to be an absolute fixed point of T if there exists a normally 2-
generalized hybrid extension S of T from CU {p} to CU {p} such that Sp = p, 
and if pis a fixed point of every normally 2-generalized hybrid extension of T 
to the union of C and a subset of H containing p. 

Kondo and Takahashi [11] proved the following nonlinear ergodic theorem 
of Baillon's type ([4]) (see also [2, 4]). 

Theorem 5.1 ([11]). Let C be a nonempty subset of H and let T be a normally 
2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Assume that {T乃}is bounded 

for some z E D. Let P A(T) be the metric projection of H onto A(T). Then, 
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n-l 

for each x E C, lim _!_ L仔xconverges weakly to u E A(T), where u = 
n→ oon 

k=l 

lim PA(T)T匹．
n→OO 

By Theorem 5.1, we have the following (see [3]). 

p ropos1t10n 5.2 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty subset of H and let T be a 
normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Assume that {T乃}is 
bounded for some z E C. Let x E C and let 

1 
n-l 

u = w-lim -
n→ oon 

どTkx.

k=l 

Then, for each y E C and n E z+, 

11rn+ly -ull ::::: IITny -ull 

holds. Thus, u E Fi・

Theorem 5.3 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty subset of H and let T be an 

(ao, f3o, a1, /31, a2, /32) —normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself 
Assume that {T乃}is bounded for some z E C. Let x E C and let 

1 
n-1 

u = w-lim -
n→ oon 

こ仔x.
k=l 

Let M be a nonempty subset of H such that M っCU{u}. Assume that Sis 
a normally 2-generalized hybrid extension of T to M. Then, we have Su = u. 

Adding that C is closed and convex, we can obtain the following fixed point 
theorem ([11]) by Theorem 5.3 (see also [11, 17, 21]). 

Theorem 5.4 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty closed and convex subset H and let 
T be a normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Assume that 
{T乃}is bounded for some z EC. Then, we have F(T) -::J 0. 

In our next lemma, we give a sufficient condition for a normally 2-generalized 
hybrid mapping of C into itself with a bounded orbit, to have a normally 2-

1 
generalized hybrid extension to CU { u }, where u = w-lim -

n→ oon 

n-1 

LTix. 
i=l 

Lemma 5.5 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty subset Hand let T be an (a。,/3o, a1, /31, a2, あ）
-normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Assume that {T乃｝
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is bounded for some z E C. Let x E C and let 

1 
n-1 

u =w-J隠 ~I:ロ．
i=l 

Then, the mapping S : Cu{ u}→ CU{ u} defined as Sz = Tz for all z E C, and 
Su= u is an (ao, f3o, a1, /31, a2, の)-normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of 

2 

C U { u} into itself, if either a2 +ぁ：：：：：： 0, a1 +〇12:: 0 and区（％＋ぬ） = 0, 
n=O 

2 

or a2 +あく 0,°'1 + /31く0,L(an +ぬ） = 0 and the orbit {Tky} of every 
n=O 

y EC  lies on the sphere centered at y, with the radius IIY -ull-

By Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.5, we get the existence of absolute fixed 
points of normally 2-generalized hybrid mappings. 

Theorem 5.6 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty subset Hand let T be an (ao, f3o, a1, /31心 2,あ）
-normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Assume that {T乃｝
is bounded for some z E C. Let x E C and let 

1 
n-1 

u = w-lim -LTkx. 
n→ oon 

k=l 

Then, u is an absolute fixed point of T if either (a2 +ん）：：：：：： 0, (a1+/3リ：：：：：： O 
2 2 

and L(°'n +ぬ） = 0, 0国＋あく 0,°'1凸くo,L(°'n +ぬ） = 0 and the 
n=O n=O 

orbit {T勺}of every y E C lies on the sphere centered at y, with the radius 

lly-cll-

6. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 

In this section, motivated by [16, 17], we obtain some fixed point theorems 
for normally 2-generalized hybrid mappings defined on nonconvex domains in 
H. 

Let C be a nonempty subset of H. We say that C is Chebyshev with respect 
to its convex closure, if for any y E而 C,there is a unique q E C such that 

IIY -qll = inf{IIY -zll : z EC} 

(see [16, 17]). 

Theorem 6.1 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty subset of H and let T be a nor-
mally 2-generalized hybrid mapping of C into itself. Then, T has a fixed 
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point in C if and only if {T乃}is bounded for some x E C, and for any 

yE而 {T乃： n E z+}, there is a unique p EC  such that IIY-PII = inf{lly-zll : 

z EC}. 

As a directed consequence of Theorem 6.1, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.2 ([3]). Let C be a nonempty subset of H which is Chebyshev with 
respect its convex closure. Let T be a normally 2-generalized hybrid mapping 

of C into itself. Then, T has a fixed point in C if and only if {T旺}is bounded 

for some x EC. 
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